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THE CLOSING LEMMA FOR CHAIN RECURRENCE 

IN NONCOMPACT MANIFOLDS

Sung-Kyu Choi, Keon-Hee Lee and Jong Suh Park

Solving the Closing Lemma is interesting in its own right, but more 

because it implies generically that a dynamical system already has its 

periodic orbits dense in its set of nonwandering orbits. The first state

ment and proof of C1 Closing Lemma (for nonwandering points) are 

due to Pugh [6]. There was a gap in his proof which was repaired in 

[8]. As proved by Pugh and Robinson, the C1 Closing Lemma states 

that if p is a nonwandering point of a C1 vector field X on a com

pact manifold M then every neighborhood of X in the C1 topology 

contains a vector field Y having a periodic orbit through p. The Cr 

Closing Lemma says that if X is Cr then Y can be found in any Cr 

neighborhood of X, r > 0.

For r > 1 the Cr Closing Lemma has not yet to be verified, even 

generically, and is known only for very special cases. For detailed 

historical comments, see [3,5,6,7,8].

Recently, there were some attempts to solve the Closing Lemma 

for more generealzed recurrence in special spaces (for example, in the 

plane R2 or in the noncompact surface) (see [3,5,7]).

In 1988, Peixoto showed that if X is a Cr vector field on the plane 

R2 and every fixed point of X is semihyperbolic or satisfy the shad

owing property, then every prolongationally recurrent point p of X
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can be periodic under a Cr perturbation of X in the Cr Whitney 

topology (for more details, see [3]).

More recently, Peixoto and Pugh [5] improved the above results at 

the chain recurrent points, which are the weakest type of recurrence in 

dynamics theory. To be precise, they proved that any chain recurrent 

point of a Cr vector field X on the plane R2 can be periodic under a 

Cr perturbation of X in the Cr Whitney topology if every fixed point 

of X is hyperbolic.

The purpose of this paper is to study the Closing Lemma at chain 

recurrent points of flows on a noncompact manifold M. Consequently 

we show that the C° Closing Lemma for chain recurrence in a non

compact manifold M does hold, but the C1 Closing Lemma for chain 

recurrence in a noncompact manifold does not hold.

In what follows, let M be a connected, finite-dimensional C°°- 

manifold which is not compact. A flow on M is a continuous map 

: M x R —» M such that

(1) ＜Kp,o)= p,

(2) ＜》(＜》(p, t), s') =(j〉(p, 昌 + Z), p G M, 昌, Z G R.

It follows easily that the transition ma.p q》: Af — M defined by 

q^(p) = 0(p, Z), f G R, are homeomorphisms.

The orbit of p G M under 0 is set

＜(P)= {血(P)： ■ K}

We say that a point p E M is periodic for ＜》if p € O(p) 羊 {p}. The 

set of all periodic points for 0 is denoted by P(0).

There are several ways to extend the concept of periodicity. The 

simplest is based on the ⑴-limit set of p,

⑵(P)= {q 三 M :(f)tn (p) — q iorsome tn — oo} 
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A point p E M is called recurrent if p 6 u?(p). Although ⑵(p) is closed 

and ^-invariant, there may be points q near it which tends to new 

limits. This leads one to define the first positive prolongational limit 

set of p,

J+(p) = {y e M :(j)tk(xk) —> y for some Xk — p, tk — oo}.

For any subset A of M, we let J『+(A) = UPeA J너’(?)• For each n > 1, 

we denote the set Jn(p) as follows.

(1)

(2) Jn(P)= J+(Jn-l(P))y 72 > 2

A point p G M is said to be nonwandering if p G J너'(p), and is 

called generalized recurrent (or prolongationally recurrent) if p 三 Jn(p) 

for some n > 1. The set of all nonwandering points (or generalized 

recurrent points) for <j)will be denoted by f2(0) (or 7?(<》)), respectively. 

It is easy to show that a point p E M is nonwandering if and only if 

for any neighborhood U of p in M and any / € R there exists T > t 

withPH7 尹0.

Surprisingly, a far more weak type of periodicity exists based on 

the concepts of chains. Here we give the concept of chain recurrence 

in a flow on a noncompact manifold A《f, which is introduced by 

Peixoto and Pugh in [5].

DEFINITION. Let 乞 and T be any two continuous positive real 

valued functions on M, and let p, g 6 M. An(6(o;), T(x))-chain for a 

flow(/)on M from p to g is a finite sequence {(江i,하)}%=o in M x R 

such that

(1) ti > 0 < i < n

(2) 서 ⑦ i+i) < 6(0>tJ>i)), 0 <i <n-l

(3) P = 하0, 시G》tn (⑦n)，?) *: 匕(血n (⑦’J)
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We say that a point p E M is chain recurrent for(/)if for any con

tinuous positive real valued functioins e and T on M, there exists 

an (引⑦), T(:r))- chain from p to itself. The set of all chain recur

rent points of <》will be denoted by C\R(q!>). In [5], Peixoto and Pugh 

proved that a point p G M is chain recurrent if for any constant T 

and any continuous positive real valued function 匕 on M there exists 

an (匕(⑦), T)-chain from p to itself.

We say that a vector field X on M generates a flow </> on M if

財(P,Z)| Vz X
-— ----  = A[p)

for all p E M, The vector field <》on M given by 0(p) = 흐쌓;’1) |z=0 is 

said to be the velocity vector field of(/). We note that a vector field 

X on M fail to generate a flow on M, either because the differential 

equation 뜨 = X may have not unique solutions, or because the 

solutions are not defined for all time.

Let ；V0(M) be the set of all locally Lipschitz vector fields on M 

which generate flows on M with the CQ Whitney topology: given a 

Riemannian metric |||| on M, a (7° neighborhood of a vector field 

X G will be specified by a positive continuous function e :

M —> R十, and will consist of all vector fields Y G /V°(M) satisfying 

the pointwise estimate

||X(p) — l'(p)|| < 臥p) for all peM.

Let 八M) be the set of flows on M which can be generated by 

some vector field X G The flows in :F^M) will be topologizecl

by means of their velocity vector fields. Thus a CQ neighborhood of 

a flow 0 £ ：F\M) will consist of the flows 砂 for which

I0(P)— €(2이I < £(P) for all p E M
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Although we are invoking a metric on M to define it, the (7° Whitney 

topology on TRM) is independent of the metric we use.

We now state our main theorem which asserts that the Closing 

Lemma for flows q!> G TRAf) holds at every chain recurrent point of 0.

THEOREM. (Closing Lemma for Chain Recurrence) Let p be a 

chain recurrent point of a HowG TRM), and let U C TRM) be 

a neighborhood of 0 in the C° Whitney topology. Then there exists 

V》€ Z7 such that ip has a periodic orbit through p.

Prior to the proof of the theorem, we give some remarks which 

make sense our results.

REMARKS. Until 1992, there was an open fundamental question in 

dynamics, reasonably called the C1 Connecting Lemma: for a flow <j) 

on a manifold M and p, g € we suppose

⑵(p) A 羊 0

where a(q) = {:r G M :(j)tn(q) —> x for some tn —> —oo}. Does there 

exist a flow that C1 - approximates 0 for which p,q lie on the same 

orbit?

Recently, Pugh gave an example to show that the C1 Connecting 

Lemma is false. The example was constructed in the plane using the 

concept of the flow plug (for more details, see [7]). Also he constructed 

a C1 flow(/)on the punctured torus, T2 — {0}, with prolongationally re

current orbits which cannot be periodic using C1 small perturbations 

(see figure 8 in [7]). Surprisingly, we can see that the flow(》on the 

punctured torus constructed by Pugh have the following properties:

(1) every fixed point of。is hyperbolic,

(2) the point p is chain recurrent for q!>, but

(3) the point p cannot be periodic under C1 small perturbations 

of (f).
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Consequently, we conclude that the C1 Closing Lemma for chain re

currence in a noncompact surface does not hold even if every fixed 

point is hyperbolic. This contrasts with the case that the surface is 

R2 (or is planar). Then the Cr Closing Lemma for prolongational 

recui'rence and even for chain recurrence is true (see [3],[5]).

In [2], we gave a characterization of the set of points which satisfy 

the Closing Lemma.

Proof of the THEOREM. Let(I)G •TQM), p 6 C7?(0) and e a con

tinuous positive real valued function on M. Suppose dim M = n, and 

let Fix((j)) be the set of all fixed points of q!>. For each x G M — 

we choose a neighborhood Ux of ax > 0 and a diffeomorphism 

hx : Ux — Rn such that

(1) [~ax,ax]n C M시

(2) hx(x) = 0,

(3) <j)= Dh}1 (으스 on Ux.

In this case the pair (Ux, hx) is said to be a flow box for (쏘 containing 

x. Let I： = [—ax,ax]n, hx(Ux) = B： and

Nx = sup sup{||Z)/i71(p)(v)|| : v e 2}R", ||이| = 1}

Then we have Nx < oo. Let

k = inf{으(P): P E

Then we get A > 0. Choose Q < bx < ax such that 끄으 < 유-. Choose 

a continuous map 6 : M — IR十 such that

方2〉(日5(x) (：心)) CZ ( — G>x, 〉〈 (一hohc)n 거 
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for each x E M — Fix(</)). Since p G C7?(</>), we can select (5(冗), 1)- 

chain {(아i,하)}뜨o f°r 0 from p to p. Then we have

（1（（1〉바（:亂丄臥十i） < 6（。나（、亂））

for i = 0, — 1. For each 0 < z < /n, we choose flow boxes

(UiJiJ for atwhere Ui = 日5(니匕(까))(血,(亂)) ； i.e. hi maps 

Ui into (—(어,아)〉〈(一어리"—三 0心(⑦i), ⑦거~i € Ui and /成(。九(:亂)) = 0. 

First we suppose that Ui A 1弓 = 0 for i 尹 J, and let

hi(pi) = h^^-cii} x [―허, 어"-1) A [쩌, (知(⑦i)]

hi(qi) = hj 거({—Cli} X [—bj, &j] )「)[⑦i+l, 아하十i(⑦i~Fl)],

where [⑦, 0丁(江)] = {아(⑦) : 0 < t < T} is an orbit segment of 0. Let 

f3i : (—2,2) — Bf be a C2 curve in Bf such that

0i( —1) = Pi, 0i(O) = 0, 凡(1) = qi and

< 뿐 .

for —1 < t < 1,
瓦(" = 으?l/w)

for Z < —1 or f > 1. Let &i = h；1 o /》. Then % is a C2 curve in M 

such that

Ih》(a0)— d,(z)|| = lUWOUO)結Irlwo) — =『1(/故))(00)|| 

自 .
으 ILW’1(/W))||||히wo - 八(011

— nbi — k
< Ni—- < N~

(서 J\i

으 6(사슈(/)), —1 <〔 t < 1.
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Even if the flow boxes are overlap, we can select a periodic curve a 

which we want. In this way, we can construct a periodic C2 curve 

ct : R —> such that

(1) a(0) = p = a(T), a(t + T) = a(Z) for some T > 0

(2) |0(a(i)) — d(Z)|| < s(a(i)), t e R.

Choose a tubular neighborhood U of the curve a in M. Extend a to 

a C1 vector field Y on U. Define a map / : ?7 — R by

/o)= i0(⑦)—mon—匕(⑦).

Then the map f is continuous. Since ||,(ci(Z)) — y(a(i))|| < e(a(Z)) 

for t G R, we have

a C {x E U : ||<》(X)- 乂(冗)|| < 匕(⑦)} C V,

where a = {«(/) : t G R}. Put Y\v = Y. Then K is a (71 vector field 

on V such that Y\a = a and |0(：r) — K(j;)|| < for all x E V. 

Choose a bump function A : M —+ [0,1] such that

A(⑦) = 0 if :r 우 ¥, and \(x) = 1 if x a.

Define a vector field Z : 7Vf — TM by

Z(x) = A(:r)y (⑦) + (1 — A(:r))0(:r), xEM

Then Z is a locally Lipschitz vector field on M such that Z = 0 on 

M — V, and Z = on a. Since Z =(》off a compact subset V of M 

and Z is locally Lipschitz, the vector field Z generates a flow on M, 

say 0. Then a is a periodic orbit for 씨. Moreover we have 사 El스(라. 

In fact, for any :r € V, we get

1100)— '00)11 = |0(:r) — Z(⑦ )11

玄 |A(z)|||y(z)-0(z)||

< II으(으) — A(X)||

< 臥⑦).
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This completes the proof.
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